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Abstract— To provide differentiated quality of service in long-
term evolution (LTE) license assisted access (LAA) procedure,
the 3GPP has defined several channel access priority classes
(CAPCs). They use distinct arbitration inter-frame space (AIFS),
contention window (CW) size, and payload duration. While eval-
uating the effects of CW size and payload duration is relatively
straightforward, accurately modelling and analyzing the effect of
AIFS has not been satisfactorily addressed. Available methods on
analyzing different AIFSs are accurate for only limited parameter
setups, or involve systematic approximations. Different from
existing results, we develop a non-homogeneous per-slot Markov
chain model to represent the state of each priority class during
and after the AIFS, and analyze the channel access probability
(CAP), successful transmission probability (STP), and average
throughput of each class. Some novel features of our method
include: 1) we model and solve the per-slot class-dependent link
statistics (such as CAP and STP), which vary based on the slot
location; and 2) we provide an in-depth analysis on the average
throughput, and design a multi-class combinatorial procedure
to evaluate average time spent per successful transmission on
each delay cell. We program the LAA CAPC algorithms and
implement extensive Monte Carlo simulations, which validate the
accuracy of our analytical results even in very low throughput
region for lower priority classes, and demonstrate the effects of
AIFS and other parameters in an LAA system. These results
provide solid progress for evaluating priority classes in the LTE-
LAA system and other spectrum sharing systems, and can be
extended to support system and parameter optimization.

Keywords: Channel Access Priority Classes, CSMA/CA,
LTE-LAA, QoS Differentiation, Spectrum Sharing, Through-
put

I. INTRODUCTION

To enable constructive coexistence between the long-term
evolution (LTE) and incumbent systems, such as IEEE 802.11
wireless local area network (WLAN) in the unlicensed in-
dustrial, scientific, and medical (ISM) radio band, the 3rd
Generation Partnership Project (3GPP) has specified a li-
cense assisted access (LAA) procedure [1]–[4]. To provide
differentiated quality of service (QoS) for diverse applications
(such as audio, video and background services), the recent
3GPP LAA specification [3] includes several channel access
priority classes (CAPCs). These classes use carrier sense
multiple access with collision avoidance (CSMA/CA), and
have different channel access parameters, such as arbitrary
inter-frame space (AIFS), contention window (CW) size, and
transmit opportunity (TXOP) payload duration.
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The AIFS for a CAPC is defined as the required silent
duration after a channel busy event is over and before the
backoff process is resumed. The AIFS is composed of a short
IFS (SIFS) duration and several additional idle slots which
are distinct for each CAPC [3]. The LTE-LAA specification
[3] did not provide a name for this parameter, and we term it
“AIFS” due to its conceptual equivalence (or high similarity) to
a popular term used in the enhanced distributed channel access
(EDCA) procedure of the IEEE 802.11 WLAN standard [5],
[6]. A CAPC with higher priority uses a shorter AIFS, and the
effect of adjusting AIFS is typically more significant than that
achieved by adjusting the CW size. Besides 3GPP LAA chan-
nel access [3] and IEEE WLAN EDCA specifications [5], the
European Telecommunications Standards Institute (ETSI) has
recently introduced distinct AIFSs in different priority classes
to provide differentiated QoS in its unlicensed spectrum access
procedure [7].

Evaluating the effects of CW size and payload duration is
relatively straightforward based on abundant available methods
in LAA-based spectrum sharing systems [8]–[13]. In these
works, the AIFS is not considered, or equivalently, assumed
to be identical for all types of transmissions. In [14]–[17],
several optimization schemes for LAA and WLAN coexis-
tence systems are developed. Especially, [14], [16], [17] have
considered use of a shorter idle channel wait timing than
the WLAN counterpart to dominate the channel access, and
provide fairness and/or throughput optimization.

To date, accurately modelling and analyzing the perfor-
mance of CAPCs with different AIFSs is still a challenging
task, and has yet to be rigorously addressed. In this paper,
following the recent 3GPP LAA specification on the CAPCs
[3], we provide a new performance analysis that is valid for
a wide range of practical CSMA/CA parameters, including
distinct AIFS numbers. The contributions and novelty of this
paper are highlighted as follows:

• We develop a non-homogeneous Markov chain to model
and compute the system channel access probability
(SCAP) and other statistics at each delay cell after the
channel busy event and SIFS.

• We analyze the CAP, STP, and average throughput of each
CAPC link as functions of AIFS, and other CSMA/CA
parameters. The result is accurate or a good approxi-
mation for the parameter ranges studied, including the
important cases such as small CW sizes and non-trivial
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differences in AIFS numbers, as considered by an LAA
specification [3].

• We implement algorithm programming and extensive
simulation to evaluate the coexistence performance of
multiple CAPCs. Numerical results validate the accuracy
of our analytical results, and demonstrate the effects of
AIFS, CW, and payload of each priority class in an LAA
downlink system.

This result is significant because it allows us to accurately
evaluate the differentiated QoS and channel access perfor-
mance of LAA priority classes for critical parameter ranges,
and the evaluation involves only a low to moderate complexity.
Our method can be easily extended to provide performance
analysis and support parameter optimization in other spectrum
sharing systems and specifications. Examples include priority
classes for unlicensed spectrum access defined by ETSI, and
coexisting LTE-LAA and IEEE 802.11 WLAN systems.

II. RELATED WORK

Analytical results addressing distinct AIFSs in the LAA or
ETSI unlicensed access systems are rare to find, if available at
all. Next, we briefly review a few state-of-the-art results in the
analysis of the WLAN EDCA procedure [18]–[22]. The work
discussed in [18]–[20] develop different AIFS zone models for
performance analysis. Several major or minor approximations
are involved in computing the channel access and successful
transmission probabilities. In [18] a renewal process between
transmissions is modelled, and the analysis assumes that the
channel access probability (CAP) of each class is constant
along the slots, which involves an approximation. A highly
complicated multi-dimensional Markov chain model is devel-
oped in [19], and a simplified model is provided in [20] for
the QoS control. In [19] the authors model the channel idle
probability for each class to be constant within each AIFS
zone. In [20] they assume that the throughput of each CAPC
link is inversely proportional to its backoff wait time, and
model the CAP for each link to be a constant along slot index.
In [21] the authors seek to provide an analytical result that does
not consider the per-slot differences after the SIFS. Instead,
they use a model with a constant transmission probability per
class. This result may be regarded as a good approximation
under conditions that the CW sizes of all classes are large and
differences between AIFSs are small.

In [22], based on an extension of the results in [23], the
authors model the effect of different AIFSs by a power term
of a successful transmission probability (STP), aka. P∆AIFS

T ,
where PT is the STP averaged over all links and all idle
slots, and ∆AIFS is the AIFS difference between classes of
the highest priority and the considered class. This modelling
method is simple and elegant, but it involves approximations:
the STPs of different classes are approximated as a single STP
term; furthermore, this STP is modelled as a constant along
the ∆AIFS slot duration. Thus, it only partially captures the
effect of distinct AIFS, and involves approximations which
can be observed from simulation results in [22], especially for
low-priority classes.

TABLE I: Definitions of some symbols frequently used in this
paper.

Symbol Definition
CAP Channel access probability (per link)
CAPC Channel access priority class
SCAP System channel access probability
STP Successful transmission probability
τc,dc

CAP of class c at delay index dc
Pex,S SCAP at delay cell index S
Pc,dc,T Conditional STP of class c at delay index dc
Psuc,c,S Unconditional STP of class c at cell index S

In summary, the above-mentioned results provide various
analytical techniques for evaluating the impact of distinct
AIFS on the achieved differential QoS performance in WLAN
EDCA systems. A common weakness of these methods is
that the per-slot difference due to distinct AIFS is not ad-
equately modelled. Consequently, the reliability of applying
these methods for assessing performance of lower priority
classes at small throughput region is unclear or questionable.
Systematic approximations may rise by extending available
methods to model and evaluate the different CAPCs. It remains
a challenging technical problem to accurately model and
evaluate effects of different parameter setups and achievable
performance of distinct priority classes in the LTE-LAA, ETSI
and other spectrum sharing scenarios.

For ease of reference, some symbols that are frequently used
in this paper are listed in Table I.

III. SYSTEM MODEL

We assume that in a downlink LAA system, there are
Cmax active CAPC groups, with nC links for group c, with
c = 1, 2, 3, Cmax and Cmax = 4. Each link has a fully
backlogged traffic. To provide differentiated QoS for different
types of services, a recent 3GPP release [3] has defined four
LAA channel access priority classes, as shown in Table II.
Throughout this paper, we use terms “CAPC” and “class”
interchangeably. Each class has a different defer period after
a channel busy event (we term it AIFS in this paper), besides
distinct CW size and TXOP duration. The AIFS duration of
each link in class c is given by

Tc,AIFS = TSIFS +AcTsl, (1)

where TSIFS = 16µs, and Tsl is a backoff idle slot duration
with Tsl = 9 µs, and Ac is called the AIFS number of class c.
Based on Table II, Ac ∈ {1, 1, 3, 7} for classes 1-4. Let CAPC
c have 0 to Kc backoff stages. From Table II, it is obvious
that K1 = K2 = 1, K3 = 2, K4 = 6. Let Wc,k be the CW
size of class c at stage k. Since the CW value listed in Table
II is equal to Wc,k−1, we have W1,0 = 4,W1,1 = 8 for class
1, W2,0 = 8,W2,1 = 16 for class 2, and W3,0 = W4,0 = 16,
etc.

The channel access of all links follows a CSMA/CA pro-
cedure defined in Section 15.1.1 of [3]. We briefly summarize



TABLE II: List of channel access parameters of LTE-LAA
downlink, adopted from Table 15.1.1-1 of [3].

Class AIFS Occupancy
c number (Ac) CWmin CWmax Duration

1 1 3 7 2 ms
2 1 7 15 3 ms
3 3 15 63 8 or 10 ms
4 7 15 1023 8 or 10 ms

the procedure below, but make some modifications to improve
its clarity (without changing the procedure itself).
LAA Channel Access Procedure
Assume a random backoff counter value W for a class c link.

• 1) Initialize. If this link finishes a transmission success-
fully (or just joins the network), set backoff stage k = 0,
and draw a counter value W uniformly from (0,Wc,0−1).
Otherwise, if this link finishes a transmission that failed,
increase the current stage kold by one to obtain knew =
min(kold + 1,Kc). If kold = Kc, then knew = Kc. Draw
a counter value W uniformly from (0,Wc,knew − 1).

• 2) If W = 0, starts a transmission. Otherwise, go to 3).
• 3) If W > 0, do either of the following 2 steps based on

the given conditions:
3.1) If a channel busy event was just over, sense the
channel for a duration Tc,AIFS; If the result is idle, reduce
counter W by one, and go to 2); otherwise, frozen counter
due to channel busy, and continue with Step 3.1.
3.2) If the channel continues to be idle for a Tsl duration
after a previous counter reduction, reduce counter W by
one, and go to step 2). Otherwise, frozen counter due to
channel busy, and go to Step 3.1.

Based on Table II and the LAA channel access procedure,
we depict the signal timing after a channel busy event (success-
ful or failed transmission) in Fig. 1. Right after the SIFS, each
slot Tsl is called a delay cell, indexed from 0 to Smax. With
Table II, the Smax is determined by the maximum CW size
of class 1, so that Smax = 7 when a class 1 link is active and
fully backlogged. When none of the class 1 links are active,
but some class 2 links are active, we have Smax = 15.

IV. PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS

Technical flow of this section is described as follows: In the
first step, we derive SCAP at each delay cell based on a novel
non-homogeneous Markov chain model during and after the
AIFS. The SCAP is equivalent to the reset and exit probability
at each delay cell. In the second and third steps, we derive
the CAP and the STP of a link of each class. The unknowns
and equations in these steps are solved jointly to obtain the
CAPs and STPs which are distinct among classes and along the
delay cells. In the fourth and final step, we derive the average
time spent per successful transmission at each delay cell. This
involves a complicated multi-class combinatorial evaluation
procedure. Then we obtain the average throughput of each
class. Each step is built upon results from the previous steps.

A. Non-Homogeneous Markov Model for Distinct AIFS

Based on Table II and Fig. 1, we provide a non-
homogeneous Markov chain-based model of the LTE-LAA
process, depicted in Fig. 2. In Figs. 1 and 2 we use the
term “delay cell” for the idle slots after the SIFS instead of
“counter” to distinguish it from the backoff counter. We use
“delay cell” to model the global timing of all links during the
AIFS period, but will use term “backoff counter” to model
the individual Markov chain of each link in its channel access
procedure.

We show Fig. 2 in order to support the evaluation of the
statistics of each class in the spectrum sharing scenario. It is
important to analyze the stationary probability of each delay
cell S0, . . . , Smax, as denoted by PS0

, . . . , PSmax
. Based on

Fig. 2, we also define PS,S+1 as the feedforward transition
probability from cells S to S + 1, and Pex,S as the SCAP
(or exit probability) from cell S back to cell 0, respectively,
for S = 1, . . . , Smax. Using a precise analysis, we have
PS−1,S ̸= PS,S+1, for any S. Furthermore, as S increases,
the effective CW sizes tend to decrease, causing increased
transmission probability. This effect has not been explicitly
modelled in available work on analyzing AIFS [18]–[22], but
will be addressed in Subsection IV-B. Thus, the probability
transition graph in Fig. 2 can be regarded as a new non-
homogeneous Markov Model.

Define Âc as the difference between the AIFS numbers of
class c and class 1, which is Âc = Ac − A1 = Ac − 1. We
have Â1 = Â2 = 0, Â3 = 2, and Â4 = 6. We define dc as
the corresponding delay index (in units of idle slot Tsl) of the
class c with respect to that of class 1, given by

dc = S − Âc, (2)

for c = 1, 2, 3, 4. For example, at cell index S = 6, d1 = d2 =
6, d3 = 4, and d4 = 0.

Define τc(S) as the CAP of class c at cell S, then

τc(S) =

{
0 S < Âc

τc,dc
S ≥ Âc,

(3)

where τc,dc
is the CAP of class c with delay index dc. Define

PI,c(dc) as the class c idle probability at its own delay index
dc. It follows that

PI,c(dc) = (1− τc,dc
)nc . (4)

From Fig. 2, we obtain (for S = 0, 1, . . . , Smax − 1)

PS,S+1 = PI,1(S − Â1)PI,2(S − Â2)

·PI,3(S − Â3)PI,4(S − Â4), (5)

PS = PS0

S−1∏
s=0

Ps,s+1. (6)

Furthermore, since
∑Smax

d=0 PSd
= 1, we obtain the stationary

probability of cell 0 as

PS0 =

[
1 +

Smax∑
n=1

P0,1P1,2 · · ·Pn−1,n

]−1

.



Fig. 1: Our proposed diagram of AIFS in 3GPP downlink LAA procedure for four channel access priority classes. The delay
cell index refers to each idle slot after the SIFS but before a new transmission starts.

Fig. 2: Illustration of delay cells and the probability transition paths after the SIFS.

Probabilities of other delay cells PS , S = 1, . . . , Smax follow
directly. To solve (5), we need to find the idle probability
PI,c(dc) for all c and dc, which is studied next.

The system idle probability at cell S is obtained as

PI,S =

C∏
c=1

(1− τc(S))
nc , (7)

where τc(S) is the CAP of class c at cell S. Note that τc(S)
can be zero based on the AIFS zones. The SCAP at cell S is
derived as

Pex,S = (1− PI,S)

S−1∏
s=0

PI,s. (8)

B. Channel Access Probability and STP

In the literature, the CAP is typically modelled as constant
in each AIFS zone, and changes only at zone boundary. Here,
to be more accurate, we model CAP as variable along delay
cell index S. As S increases and dc ≥ 0, before a new
transmission starts (aka, reset of cell to 0), the CAP shall
increase with dc. As dc increases, the backoff counter value
of every class c link decreases. To account for this effect, we
model the effective CW size at each backoff stage of class c

as

Ŵc,k = Wc,k − dc. (9)

For class c, the total probability of all the backoff counter
states is unity. Therefore,

Kc∑
k=0

Ŵc,k∑
l=0

bc,k,l = 1, (10)

where bc,k,l is the probability of backoff counter l at stage k
for class c. Note that backoff counter index l is different from
the delay cell index S after the SIFS, shown in Fig. 2. Using
steps similar to those given in [24], we derive the CAP as

τc,dc
= bc,0,0/Pc,dc,T , (11)

where Pc,dc,T is the conditional STP of class c at cell dc, and

bc,0,0 =

[
Kc−1∑
k=0

(1− Pc,dc,T )
k(Ŵc,k + 1)/2

+ (Ŵc,Kc + 1)(1− Pc,dc,T )
K
c /(2Pc,dc,T )

]−1

. (12)

A major difference between (11) and the CAP given in [24] is
that (11) is valid even when the CW size is not a power-of-two
integer. Furthermore, our result models the effect of shrinking



CW size as the delay cell index increases. This method is
consistent because when dc = Wc,Kc

(for c = 1), we have
τ̂c,dc = 1, which means that after the maximum possible
counter reduction, the CAP must reach unity, as expected. To
our knowledge, the majority of available methods have not
explicitly modelled this effect.

After τc,dc (for all c and dc) is derived, by using Fig. 2, we
obtain the STP for a class C link as

PC,dC ,T = (1− τC,dC
)nC−1

C−1∏
c=1

(1− τc,dc
)nc

=

∏4
c=1(1− τc,dc)

nc

(1− τC,dC
)

. (13)

There are 4(Smax + 1) equalities based on (13) for all c and
dc. We have the following parameters to be solved:

• CAPs {τc,dc
} (which are 4(Smax + 1) unknowns),

• STPs {Pc,dc,T } (which are 4(Smax + 1) unknowns).
Since (11) and (13) provide 8(Smax+1) equations and involve
8(Smax + 1) unknowns, we can use an iterative search to
uniquely solve for the unknowns.
C. Throughput

Note that SCAP Pex,S defined in (8) forms a probability
set of mutually exclusive events, for S = 0, 1, . . . , Smax, and∑Smax

S=0 Pex,S = 1. By use of the SCAP set, the average sum
throughput of class c links is given by

Rc =
nc

∑Smax

S=0 Pex,SPsuc,c,STp,c∑Smax

S=0 Pex,STave,S
, (14)

where Psuc,c,S is the unconditional successful transmission
probability of a class c link at cell S, Tp,c is payload duration
of class c, and Tave,S is average time spent to enable a success-
ful transmission at cell S. It follows that Psuc,c,S = τc,dc

PI,S .
Since

∑Smax

S=0 PS = 1 holds, we provide another formula for
class c sum throughput as:

Rc =
nc

∑Smax

S=0 PSPsuc,c,STp,c∑Smax

S=0 PSTave,S
. (15)

The Tave,S is difficult to derive, since it involves interactions
among C = 4 classes of links. We obtain

Tave,S =


TTX,12(S) S ∈ (Â2, Â3 − 1)

TTX,123(S) S ∈ (Â3, Â4 − 1)

TTX,1234(S) S ∈ (Â4, Smax),

(16)

where TTX,12(S) is the average channel busy duration to
enable one successful transmission when classes 1 and 2 links
can resume backoff (and hence possibly transmit) at cell S.
Similarly, TTX,123(S) and TTX,1234(S) are the average channel
busy durations caused by links in classes 1,2,3 and all 4
classes, respectively.

The link status in each class involves 3 types of events: idle
channel, successful transmissions, and failed transmissions.
The interactions among C classes involve 3C combinations
of terms in order to calculate the average time per successful
transmission. When C = 4, this is equal to 34 = 81

terms which are too complex to present analytically. Next,
we design an efficient method to evaluate such combinations
for C = 2, 3, 4, respectively.

Define Tact,C(S) as the average channel busy duration when
a class c link (for c = 1, 2, 3, 4) is active at cell S. We derive
it as

Tact,C(S) =
Psuc,C(S)Tsuc,C + PF,C(S)TF,C

1− PI,C(S)
, (17)

where Psuc,C(S) = ncτc,S(1−τc,S)
(nc−1) and PF,C(S) = 1−

PI,C(S)−Psuc,C(S) are the successful and failed transmission
probabilities of class c at cell S, respectively. Below, we
suppress the index S of Tact,C and PI,C when there is no
confusion. We get:

TTX,12 = PI,1(1− PI,2)Tact,2 + PI,2(1− PI,1)Tact,1

+(1− PI,2)(1− PI,1)max{TF,1, TF,2}, (18)

where the first term on the right hand side (RHS) is for an
active transmission event of class 2 (when the class 1 system
is idle), the second term is for active event of only class 1,
and the third term is for the case that both classes 1 and 2 are
active. Furthermore, we obtain

TTX,123 =

3∑
c1=1

3∏
c2=1

c2 ̸=C1

(1− PI,C1)PI,C2Tact,C1

+

3∑
c1=1

3∑
c2=1

c2 ̸=C1

∑
c3 ̸=C1
c3 ̸=C2

(1− PI,C1
)(1− PI,C2

)

·PI,C3 max{TF,C1 , TF,C2}
+(1− PI,1)(1− PI,2)(1− PI,3)max{{TF,C}c=1,2,3},

where the first term on the RHS is for the active transmission
event of only one class, the second term represents the case
of two active classes, and the third term is for the case that
all three classes are active. Finally,

TTX,1234 =

4∑
c1=1

(1− PI,C1
)

 4∏
c2=1

c2 ̸=C1

PI,C2

Tact,C1

+

4∑
c1=1

4∑
c2=1

c2 ̸=C1

 ∏
c3 ̸=C1
c3 ̸=C2

PI,C3

 (1− PI,C1)

·(1− PI,C2
)max{TF,C1

, TF,C2
}

+

4∑
c1=1

PI,C1

 4∏
c2=1

c2 ̸=C1

(1− PI,C2)

max{{TF,C2}c2 ̸=C1}

+

4∏
c1=1

(1− PI,C1
)max{{TF,C1

}c1=1,2,3,4},

where the first to the fourth terms on the RHS are for
active transmission events of any one class only, of any two



classes only, of any three classes only, and of all four classes,
respectively. By using (14)–(16), the sum throughput of each
class can be accurately evaluated.

V. NUMERICAL RESULTS

In this section, we provide both analytical and simulation
results for an LAA downlink system with several priority
classes. We implemented computer programming on the LAA
algorithms, taking into account the diverse AIFSs, CW sizes,
and payload durations. The simulation results were obtained
by running for 106 time slots on each parameter setting to
obtain average statistics. Every analytical curve shown in this
section is accompanied by a simulation curve and verified.
Saturated traffic is assumed for all nodes. The spectrum
sensing in the LTE-LAA system is assumed to be perfect (no
hidden node problem, no false alarm or missed detection).
To compare the achievable performance of different classes,
time efficiency throughput is used, which is defined as the
time portion of successful payload transmissions over the total
simulation time. We consider two access schemes for the LAA
system, a basic access scheme, and a request-to-send and clear-
to-send (RTS/CTS) type of handshaking scheme. Note that
downlink and uplink two-way unlicensed transmissions have
been included in a recent LAA specification [3], which makes
the RTS/CTS scheme more feasible to implement.
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Fig. 3: System channel access probability vs. cell index of
three access classes in an LTE-LAA system, when A1 = A2 =
1, A3 = 3, n1 = 2, n2 = 4 or 8, n3 = 10, W1,0 = 4,
W2,0 = 8, W3,0 = 16, K1 = K2 = 1, K3 = 2, TP,1 = 2 ms,
TP,2 = 3 ms, and TP,3 = 8 ms, with RTS/CTS.

First, we study the QoS performance of the first three classes
with parameters taken from Table II. We provide the SCAP
(or cell exit probability) in Fig. 3 and the time efficiency
throughput in Fig. 4. The result in Fig. 3 shows that as cell
index S increases, the SCAP drops sharply. This demonstrates
that when the AIFS difference between classes 1 and 3 is only
2, a class 3 link only has a very small chance of transmission.

Fig. 4 shows that as n2 increases, class 2 links have
increased sum throughput, but the throughput of class 3 links
decrease significantly. A class 4 link based on Table II is not
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Fig. 4: Throughput of the first 3 classes in an LTE-LAA
system, when n2 increases from 2 to 12, and the other
parameters are the same as those used for Fig. 3.

shown here because its throughput is too low to be simulated
reliably when higher priority classes have saturated traffic.

Next, to show the generality of our result, we consider a
customized setup with 4 classes with different AIFS numbers
A1 = 1, A2 = 2, A3 = 3, and A4 = 4. We provide the
stationary cell probability PS in Fig. 5, which shows that as S
or n2 increases, the PS may drop significantly. This shows that
the CW size and cutoff stage setup of higher priority classes,
in addition to the AIFS numbers, is critical to the achievable
performance of lower priority classes.

Fig. 6 provides the sum throughput of the 4 classes. In
computing the analytical throughput in Figs. 4 and 6, we used
formulas from (14) and (15), respectively. As n2 increases
from 2 to 12, the sum throughput of class 3 and 4 links
decreases significantly. Yet, class 4 links have a much lower
sum throughput than other classes, about two orders of mag-
nitude lower than that of class 3. Note that in the majority of
available analytical results on distinct AIFSs, the throughput
results of lower classes (with a higher AIFS number) were
plotted in a linear scale, which causes the low-value detail to
be ignored. Based on our new method, we can reliably evaluate
the differentiated QoS performance for low-priority classes in
practical parameter range. Thus, we show our results in the
logarithm scale to highlight the impact of the AIFS on the
throughput in even a very low value range (e.g. 10−5).

VI. CONCLUSION

The use of diverse AIFSs to provide differentiated QoS have
been included in the IEEE 802.11 WLAN, 3GPP LTE-LAA,
and ETSI unlicensed spectrum access standards. The AIFS
setup significantly impacts the channel access priority. In this
paper, following a recent 3GPP LAA channel access specifi-
cation, we have provided accurate modelling and performance
analysis of the LTE-LAA priority classes. We have developed a
flexible analytical approach to evaluate the transmission prob-
ability, collision probability, and time-efficiency throughput.
We have implemented programming of LAA algorithms and
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Fig. 5: Stationary cell probability vs. cell index of four access
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ms, and TP,2 = TP,3 = TP,4 = 8 ms, with basic access.
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extensive Monte Carlo simulations, which have verified the
accuracy of our analytical results, even at very low throughput
as found in lower priority classes. In future work, we will
study the extension of this method to other systems, such as
an ETSI unlicensed spectrum access system, and coexisting
LTE-LAA and WLAN systems. Furthermore, measurement
and testing procedure will be implemented to further validate
the analytical and simulation results.
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